
BENDIGO RECLINER/LIFT

The Bendigo recliner/lift chair is a modern and sleek design (which can be also ordered The Bendigo recliner/lift chair is a modern and sleek design (which can be also ordered 
as a standard sofa). It will be the most sought after piece of furniture in your home. as a standard sofa). It will be the most sought after piece of furniture in your home. 
Taking comfort to another level with a high back design, lift option and built-in lumbar Taking comfort to another level with a high back design, lift option and built-in lumbar 
support, the Bendigo is the perfect resting place after a hard working day.support, the Bendigo is the perfect resting place after a hard working day.
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BENDIGO RECLINER/LIFT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

ChairChair

2 Seater2 Seater

2 1/2 Seater2 1/2 Seater

3 Seater3 Seater

Height

10301030

10301030

10301030

10301030

Depth

800800

800800

800800

800800

FrameFrame

SuspensionSuspension

Seat cushionSeat cushion

Back cushionBack cushion

Details

Solid Timber/PlySolid Timber/Ply

Premium Webbing SystemPremium Webbing System

High Density FoamHigh Density Foam

Premium FoamPremium Foam

Guarantee

10 Years10 Years

10 Years10 Years

LifetimeLifetime

3 Years3 Years

CUSTOMISATION AVAILABLECUSTOMISATION AVAILABLE
The company has a policy of continuous refinement and improvement of our products. The company has a policy of continuous refinement and improvement of our products. 

As a result, all dimensions and specifications mentioned are approximate and the company reserves the As a result, all dimensions and specifications mentioned are approximate and the company reserves the 

right to modify designs, dimensions, posture and construction techniques as necessary. right to modify designs, dimensions, posture and construction techniques as necessary. 
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Length

750750

14401440

16401640

20402040


